
Movian - Bug #1960
RPI Channel switching in TV mode
02/10/2014 03:10 PM - Aleksandr Faronov

Status: Fixed Start date: 02/10/2014
Priority: Normal Due date:
Assignee: Andreas Smas % Done: 100%
Category: HTSP client Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Target version: 4.6
Found in version: 4.5.57 Platform: RPi
Description

I don't see ACTION about switching TV channels without exit current view
I't will be good if be possibility to switch channels without exit to list.

Associated revisions
Revision eea150fd - 05/13/2014 02:16 PM - Andreas Smas

htsp: Fix channel zapping during playback

Fixes #1960

History
#1 - 02/10/2014 04:38 PM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from New to Accepted
- Target version set to 4.6

I know :-(

This is a recent regression I hope to fix as soon as I get home again (I'm traveling atm and have no access to HTSP servers)

#2 - 02/12/2014 08:27 AM - Aleksandr Faronov

Andreas Öman wrote:

I know :-(

This is a recent regression I hope to fix as soon as I get home again (I'm traveling atm and have no access to HTSP servers)

Maybe you say where i may look in to code ?
I see in OSx version prior 4.x ACTION_NEXT_CHANNEL and ACTION_PREV_CHANNEL (PG_UP and PG_DOWN) working , but after 4.x it not
switch channel i TV mode. definition stay on place, but not working.
i have knowledge about program languages

#3 - 04/27/2014 09:25 AM - Andreas Smas
- Target version deleted (4.6)
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#4 - 04/29/2014 08:41 AM - Aleksandr Faronov

Why you remove this issue from target 4.6 ?
You can't  fix this ? Or you don't want fix this issue ?

It happened on AL PLATFORM , i really need this feature , without this feature i can't use this software as full-time for watching TV
You sai that showtime is FULL feature product for tvheadend , and you broke some feature

Maybe you say how to build older version where this feature is working ,maybe 3.6 ? i try to build from repository but i need to know what version libav
is used , because with new version it won't compile.

I mostly watching TV i REALLY need this.

#5 - 04/30/2014 06:39 AM - Andreas Smas
- Target version set to 4.6

Ok ok. I'll bring back the fix for 4.6

#6 - 05/13/2014 02:17 PM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from Accepted to Fixed
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset commit:git|eea150fd0ff80feaa47e8e54ab66bc5ecb74d714.

#7 - 05/13/2014 08:06 PM - Aleksandr Faronov

How can i test this ?
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